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I. INTRODUCTION
In April 2008, three academic publishers filed suit against individuals in
charge of Georgia State University, including the President, the Provost, and
the Dean of Libraries, in response to the University's "systematic, widespread,
and unauthorized copying and distribution of a vast amount of copyrighted
works" through the Georgia State University Library's electronic reserves.' In
its answers to both the initial and the amended complaints, the University
lackadaisically added as a final catch-all defense that the "[p]laintiffs' claims
[were] barred, in whole or in part" by 17 U.S.C. § 108.2
In September 2011, The Author's Guild filed suit against HathiTrust Digital
Library, a partnership of numerous research libraries, led by the University of
Michigan, which was working with Google toward digitizing the libraries'
The HathiTrust complaint, in contrast to the Georga State
collections.3
complaint, focused extensively on the libraries' alleged violations of Section
108.4 The arguments in the complaint focused largely on how HathiTrust
violated the explicit terms of the statutory exception, which, as the topic
heading of the complaint notes, is generally known as the "Library
Exemption,"5 despite noting that the Library of Congress and the U.S.
Copyright Office had sponsored the Section 108 Study Group, which had been
charged with determining how to update Section 108 for the modem era.6
These two cases showcase the current tensions between libraries and
copyright owners in the Digital Age. When presented with the same general
fact pattern-libraries using the Internet and digitization to make resources
more readily available-how can one statute allegedly provide both blanket
protection and strict condemnation?
Part II of this Note traces the historical developments leading up to the
initial enactment of Section 108, the case law that arose following the enactment
of the Copyright Act of 1976 in the wake of the advent of copy machines, and
the alterations enacted by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act in response to

I Complaint for Declaratory Judgment & Injunctive Relief at 2, Cambridge Univ. Press v.
Patton, No. 1:08-CV-1425-ODE (N.D. Ga. filed Apr. 15, 2008), 2008 WL 2473035.
2 Defendants' Answer to Complaint for Declaratory Judgment & Injunctive Relief at 5,
Cambridge Univ. Press v. Patton, No. 1:08-CV-1425-ODE (N.D. Ga. filed June 24, 2008);
Defendants' Answer to First Amended Complaint for Declaratory Judgment & Injunctive Relief
at 8, Cambridge Univ. Press v. Patton, No. 1:08-CV-1425-ODE (N.D. Ga. filed Jan. 2, 2009).
3 Complaint, The Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, No. 1:11-CV-6351 (S.D.N.Y. filed Sept.
12, 2011).
4 Id. at 21.
5 Id. at 11-14.
6 Id. at 13-14.
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the rise of the Internet. Part II concludes by examining the steps taken by the
Librarian of Congress and the Section 108 Study Group toward updating
Section 108, and how the updating process has been stalled by cases that hinge
on Section 108-related issues.
Part III of this Note argues that the history of Section 108 as a compromise
between copyright owners and scholars, combined with this country's general
goals of knowledge distribution and preservation (as evidenced by the language
of the Copyright Clause in the Constitution of the United States),7 strongly
indicates that Section 108 should be renegotiated with present and future
technological developments in mind and should subsequently be rewritten. Part
III analyzes the insufficiency of the statute's current language, both in light of
the findings of the Section 108 Study Group and in light of the realities of
academic life in the information age, as presented by the HathiTrustand Georgia
State cases. This section concludes by arguing that Section 108 must be
amended even more aggressively and farsightedly than suggested by the Section
108 Study Group to avoid further superfluous litigation, with each case
presenting the possibility of completely redefining the interpretation of the
Section.
II. BACKGROUND
The Constitution of the United States explicitly states that the underlying
general purpose of patents and copyrights is to "promote the Progress of
Science and useful Arts."8 This purpose dovetails with the underlying purpose
of libraries-the distribution and preservation of knowledge.9 However, the
two groups have been at odds since the beginning of the twentieth century,
when scholars first discovered they could take photographs of sources rather
than painstakingly copying them by hand.' 0 Though Section 108 was based on
7 U.S.

CONsT.

art. I, § 8, cl. 8.

8 Id.
9 See SECTION 108 STUDY GROUP, THE SECTION

108 STUDY GROUP FINAL REPORT 14-15
(2008), availabk at http://sectionl08.gov/docs/SeclO8StudyGroupReport.pdf [hereinafter FINAL
REPORT] ("Both libraries and archives maintain and preserve important materials over time, so
they are available to future generations."); see also The Mission of the Ubray ofCongress, http://www.

loc.gov/about/mission.html ("The Library's mission is to support the Congress in fulfilling its
constitutional duties and to further the progress of knowledge and creativity for the benefit of the
American people."); The American Libray Association, Motto, http://www.ala.org/ala/aboutala/mi

ssionhistory/mission/index.cfm ("The best reading, for the largest number, at the least cost.").
1o MARY RASENBERGER & CHRIS WESTON, OVERVIEW OF THE LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES
EXCEPTION IN THE COPYRIGHT ACT: BACKGROUND, HISTORY AND MEANING 2 (Apr. 14, 2005),

available at http://www.sectionl08.gov/docs/108BACKGROUNDPAPER(final).pdf [hereinafter
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the notion of compromise thanks to the "consensual voluntary guidelines" of
the Gentlemen's Agreement of 1935,11 by the early 2000s it was so clear that
Section 108 was outdated that the Register of Copyrights, Marybeth Peters, was
reported as saying that the section should be done away with if it was not going
to be updated to deal with digital works.12 In 2004 it appeared that the growing
discrepancies between copyright protection and modern academic practices
would finally be addressed when the Copyright Office and the Library of
Congress's National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation
Program (NDIIPP) declared "the time was ripe to address copyright issues
related to libraries' and archives' use of new and evolving digital technologies to
preserve, reproduce, distribute, and otherwise provide access to copyrighted
materials." 3 In April 2005, NDIIPP and the Copyright Office then gathered
various experts from the fields of study involved and created the Section 108
Study Group, the purpose of which was to "reexamin[e] the copyright
exceptions and limitations applicable to libraries and archives in light of the
widespread use of digital technologies[,] . .. to identify the relevant areas of the
law in need of updating and to formulate recommendations for legislative
change."1 4 Though the group's final report appears to have fallen by the
wayside for now, 5 the historical research it uses as a basis for its arguments' 6
can easily be used to show the purposes behind the development of the section,
precisely how slowly the section developed, and why the section's language has
proven stagnant.
A. THE ORIGINS OF SECTION 108

1. The Gentlemen's Agreement of 1935. Section 108 was implemented as a part
of the Copyright Act of 1976,17 but the underlying policies that it embodies are
reflections of an older doctrine: The Gentlemen's Agreement of 1935.18 The
(stating that photographing research materials was a common practice of the time
and was considered to be a derivation of fair use).
OVERVIEW]

11Peter B. Hirtle, Researrb, Libraries, and Fair Use: The Gentlemen's Agreement of 1935, 53 J.
COPYRIGHT Soc'Y U.S.A. 545, 546 (2006).
12 Mary Rasenberger, Copynght Issues and Section 108 Reform, 34 COLuM. J.L. & ARTS 15, 16
(2010).
13 FINAL REPORT, supra note 9, at 3.
14 Id
15 Rasenberger, supra note 12, at 15 (stating that the Copyright Office is "looking at [the final

report] quietly," and that action has likely not been taken because of the issues relating to Google
Books and because library associations have been generally non-supportive thus far).
16 See OVERVIEW, supra note 10.

17 17 U.S.C. § 108 (2006).
18 Hirtle, supra note 11, at 545-46 ("In response to the challenge posed by the easy
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Agreement allowed the staff of research institutions such as libraries to make a
single photographic copy of a copyrighted work for a patron. 9 This language
directly reflects the language of Section 108 prior to the revisions under the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which subsequently allowed three copies. 20
The Gentlemen's Agreement and Section 108 also parallel each other regarding
copies being "intended solely to facilitate research," 21 rather than to flout
copyrights, and placing the liability for infringing conduct on the individual, and
not the research institution. 22
However, the Gentleman's Agreement also had flaws in its development and
execution. 23 The Gentlemen's Agreement was promulgated by the Joint
Committee on Materials for Research, which was created by the American
Council of Learned Societies and the Social Science Research Council primarily
for the purpose of "review[ing] the entire establishment of libraries . . . research

institutes, museums, and archives as if it were one vast national enterprise
committed to a common purpose of providing material for research." 24 The
Committee initially consulted intellectual property lawyer William I. Denning,
who thought that Binkley's rough idea of making an exception to the copyright
laws for scholars and researchers had merit, as it could be seen as "a natural
extension of the socially beneficial role that libraries had traditionally played." 25
Unfortunately, the Joint Committee did not continue to work with Mr.
Denning, possibly either because they were unable to pay him from their funds
or because copyright issues were secondary to the primary, research-based goals
of the Committee.26
The Committee attempted to further its campaign of procuring a copying
exemption for scholars by litigating a test case, pushing for legislation, and, as a
final option, by negotiating with publishers. 27 Of the three approaches, only the

reproduction of research materials, a voluntary agreement that set guidelines for the limits of
acceptable reproduction by libraries on behalf of scholars was established.").
19 For the full text of The Gentlemen's Agreement of 1935, see Appendix A of Hirtle, supra note
11, at 596.
20

17 U.S.C. § 108 (2006).

21 Hirtle, supra note 11, at 546.
22 Compare AppendixA ofHirtle,supra note 11, with 17 U.S.C. § 108 (2006).
23 Hirtle, supra note 11, at 591 ("Rather than settling all copynght matters, the Gentlemen's
Agreement only made clearer those areas where there was no consensus on what constituted fair
practice.").
24 Id. at 550 (quoting Solon J. Buck & Robert C. Brinldey, Report of the joint Committee of the
SSRC and theACIS on the Matenalsfor Research, 15 A.C.L.S. BuLL. 366 (1931)).
25 Id. at 561-63.
26 Id. at 563.

27 Id. at 563-64.
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negotiation was successful. 28 When the three librarians29 ostensibly representing
the Joint Committee's interests sat down with three publishers and the
Executive Secretary for the National Association of Book Publishers, the group
decided that the best approach was for the Joint Committee to write a proposal
stating "what it felt was fair and proper practice for libraries engaged today in
30
providing photostat or other photographic reproductions for their readers."
This voluntary agreement would not be legally binding, but would, at least, offer
some guidance to researchers and librarians.3 1 While the publishers had a
lawyer present, the librarians did not. 32 After many drafts and strategic
concessions to the interests of the publishers, the Gentlemen's Agreement was
delivered to W.W. Norton, president of the National Association of Book
Publishers, who made several changes to the agreement,33 the most notable of
which was an alteration to "make it clearer that copying only a few pages, and
not entire texts, was permitted."34 Although negotiations continued after
Norton's revisions, the finalized agreement was "for all practical purposes the
35
publishers' revision."
Binkley's furtherance of the pursuit of knowledge did not, however, extend
to copying materials for educational uses. 36 Even as early as 1933, Binkley was
aware of professors that "required students to read selected, reproduced
portions of works rather than requiring them to buy the entire volume," and he
recognized that publishers would be unlikely to cooperate with copyright
reforms that promoted such practices.37 Binkley's choice to distinguish his aims
from the concept of educational reproductions-which mirrors the current
practice of electronic resources-continued to the initial pursuit of test cases,
where he felt "confidence in the courts," but not because of an underlying faith
in the fair use defense.38 Binkley viewed fair use to apply when copyrighted

Id.
29 Id. at 575. Hirde notes that although H.M. Lyndenberg of the New York Public Library had
been working closely with the Joint Committee, the other two librarians present, Milton J.
Ferguson of the Brooklyn Public Library and Andrew Keogh, Librarian of Yale University, did
28

not have any other dealings with the Committee.
30 Id. at 576 (citing Letter from H.M. Lyndenberg to Robert C. Binkley (Mar. 27, 1935) (on file
in the Lyndenberg Papers at the New York Public Library)).
31 Id.
32 Id.at 575.
33 Id at 587 (describing the alterations made by Norton).
34

Id

Id. at 587-89.
36 Id. at 557.
37 Id.
38 Id. at 565.
3s
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materials were resold for a profit,39 which would not be the case with a copy
made for a researcher.4
2. The Copynght Act of 1976. Though the efforts of Binkley and the Joint
Committee led to the proposal of library copying provisions in bills in 1940 and
1944, the bills sought narrower protection for library copying than the Joint
Committee suggested, and both bills ultimately died.41 The next attempts to
modify the Gentlemen's Agreement came in 1959, when Congress asked the
Copyright Office to Prepare "a series of reports" in preparation for a "total
overhaul" of the 1909 Copyright Act. 42 Thirty-four studies were presented
including a study that theoretically struck a compromise regarding the
development of a library exemption, 43 presented by Borge Varmer, an AttorneyAdvisor of the Copyright Office.44
Varmer's purpose mirrored that of his predecessor, Binkley, in that his
primary focus was on using photocopying to aid the pursuit of knowledge for
research scholars.45 Varmer saw this need as especially significant in the fields
of scientific and technical research.46 Varmer argued that library photocopying
was necessary because otherwise the cost of information, namely in the form of
books and periodical subscriptions, would otherwise be prohibitive to the
individual researcher. 47 Even libraries would be unable to provide materials for
their patrons if loaning out the physical copy was the only circulation
available.48
In the study, Varmer looked at the development of the American system,
namely, the Gentlemen's Agreement as outlined above and the failed attempts
at reform under the 1940 and 1944 Bills, as well as how libraries and copyrights
coexisted abroad.49 In his conclusion, Varmer posited three approaches to
statutory provisions for library copying and a fourth reserve option of
39

Id

The development of the Fair Use Doctrine and whether Binkley was correct in his analysis
are not addressed in this Note; the primary point of interest for this Note is that Binkley viewed
fair use as a distinct defense from the one the joint Committee aimed to establish,
41 OvERviEw, supra note 10, at 8-10.
4

42

Id. at 11.

43

Id

44

Borge Varmer, S. Comm. on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights of the Comm. on the

Judiciary, 86th Cong., Study No. 15: Photoduplication of Copyrighted Materials by Libraries
(Comm. Print 1960), availableat http://www.copyright.gov/history/studies/studyl5.pdf.

Id.
Id. at 49.
47 See id. (It would be virtually impossible for a person engaged in research to subscribe to all
the periodicals which from time to time may touch upon his field of interest.").
4 Id
49 Id. at 50-62.
45

46
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formulating an official working agreement "between the groups concerned,"
similar to the Gentlemen's Agreement before it.5 The first approach followed
the contemporary policies of Austria, Germany, and the Scandinavian countries,
and would have allowed individuals to make a single copy of protected work for
private use. 51 Varmer's third approach was similarly broad, suggesting a statute
to generally allow libraries to provide photocopies for research, study, and
preservation purposes, with the finer execution details to be determined by
"administrative prescription," though nothing is said regarding whether such
prescription would come from the copyright office, some administrative office
consisting of both publishers and librarians, or one of the library organizations
52
already in existence, such as the American Library Association.
Though Varmer's second approach was ultimately the one adopted to create
the Copyright Act of 1976, Varmer himself apparently had doubts about its
efficacy, and was concerned that libraries would find the statutory model "too
restrictive and complex," and that the efficacy of the statute would quickly be
eclipsed by technology.53 This second approach suggested precise statutory
limitations on library copying, generally following patterns set by the United
Kingdom Act of 1956 and supplemented by suggestions from the Canadian
Commission.54 Varmer noted that the standard provision allowing for only a
single copy for private use had been further restricted in the United Kingdom,
as the practice of photocopying was solely a "privilege of ... nonprofit
libraries."55 Varmer listed numerous aspects that could be limited statutorily,
such as portions of works that could be copied and whether photocopies of
works could be transferred between libraries under such a system.56 Further, he
noted that having restrictions listed in the statute "would have the apparent
advantage of fixing, with some degree of certainty, the permissible scope of
photocopying."57 However, in his report Varmer also hinted that "such
detailed prescription" would prove excessively restrictive, especially since the
only working example of such a system-the United Kingdom Act of 1956was being "severely criticized" for precisely that same reason.58

50 Id.at 65-66.
51 Id.at 65.

52 Id. at 66.
53 OVERVIEW, supra note 10, at 11.
5 Varmer, sapra note 44, at 65-66.
55 Id. at 65.
56 Id.

s7 Id.
58 Id.
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Still, when the Librarian of Congress sent his report based on the thirty-four
studies and the subsequent comments those studies received to Representative
Samuel Rayburn, the Speaker of the House, the report favored Varmer's second
approach to library copying.59 The Register's Report accepted Varmer's
proposition that scholars and researchers merited "special consideration" and
noted that the courts had not decided on the matter of photocopying for
research purposes.60 The report was also wary of publishers' intellectual
property rights, as many publishers of scientific, technical, and scholarly works
had claimed that allowing researchers access to photocopies of the publishers'
61
works could cause the publications to be "forced to discontinue publication."
The Register's Report suggested a familiar compromise between researchers
and publishers: as long as the copying in question did not "compete with the
publisher's market," a library would be allowed to make a single copy "of
material in its collections for use in research." 62 The report suggested that:
The statute should permit a library, whose collections are
available to the public without charge, to supply a single
photocopy of copyrighted material in its collections to any
applicant under the following conditions:
(a) A single photocopy of one article in any issue of a
periodical, or of a reasonable part of any other publication,
may be supplied when the applicant states in writing that he
needs and will use such material solely for his own research.
(b) A single photocopy of an entire publication may be supplied
when the applicant also states in writing, and the library is
not otherwise informed, that a copy is not available from the
publisher.
(c) Where the work bears a copyright notice, the library should
be required to affix to the photocopy a warning that the
63
material appears to be copyrighted.
Authors and librarians alike opposed this new proposition; the Author's
Guild argued that library copying should continue as a subsection of common
59 Report of the Register of Copyrights on the General Revision of the U.S. Copyright Law
(1961), in 8-14 MELVILLE B. NIMMER & DAVID NImIMER, NimmER ON COPYRIGHT, at B.2 (Rev.
ed. 2010).
60 8-14 id. at 25.
61 8-14 id. at 25-26.
62 8-14 id. at 26.
63 8-14 id.
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law fair use, and librarians expressed concerns that sealing the practice of library
copying in statutory language would "freeze what was allowable at the very
moment technology [was] advancing."M In spite of these protests, the 1963
65
draft bill contained language similar to that suggested by the Register's Report.
However, when authors, publishers and library groups reiterated their protest,
the Copyright Office decided to shelve the issue until the related technology
stabilized to a point where statutory language would be less likely to be
outstripped by technology. 66
The debate between publishers' rights and the quest for low cost access to
research materials finally came to a head when Congress held hearings on
library copying as a subsection of fair use in the 1965-1966 revision bill.67
Librarian groups predominantly focused on the success of the compromise
between the single copy system in place and copyright holders' financial
interests, while publishers predicted a slippery slope of free access cutting into
sales, which would eventually force the government to subsidize significant
amounts of scientific publishing.68 Following these debates, the House
Judiciary Committee drafted the 1966 report on the revision bill, which
modified the previous suggestions for a library exemption by stating that a
"nonprofit institution having archival custody over collections of manuscripts,
documents, or other unpublished works of value to scholarly research" would
be allowed to "reproduce, without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial
advantage, any such work in its collections ... for purposes of preservation and
6
security, or for deposit for research use in any other such institution." 9
However, it was explicitly stated in these debates that a library exemption
statute would not "permit archives to make machine-readable copies, to
distribute the copies to scholars or the public, or to override prior contractual
arrangements." 70 Following these legislative drafts, however, the discussions
and technologies of photocopying changed, with the Joint Libraries Committee
on Copyright claiming that a voluntary agreement with publishers would be
Soon the dissolution of the Gentlemen's Agreement was
impossible.71

(4 OVERVIEW, supra note 10, at 13.
65 Id.
66 Id.
67 Id. at 14.
68 Id.
69 H.R. REP. No. 89-2237, at 5 (1967).
70 OVERVIEW, supra note 10, at 15-16.
71 Id. at 16.
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complete, as the holding of the Williams & Wilkins case showed courts'
approaches to copying was changing.72
Following the Williams & Wilkins decision, the American Library
Association, Association of Research Libraries, and Medical Library Association
proposed an amendment regarding the copying of parts or whole works that
could not be obtained by normal trade sources in response to the case ruling
during the 1973 copyright revision bill hearings.73 Publishing groups, however,
disagreed with this language just as much as they did with the original language
proposed for Section 108.74 Though these proposed amendments were kept
when the Senate subcommittee reported the revision bill to the full Judiciary
Committee in 1974, the subcommittee also added Subsection (g)( 2 ), which
stated that the Section 108 reproduction rights would not apply when a library,
archive, or employee thereof engaged in systematic reproduction or
distribution.7 5 Librarians saw this addendum as an unfair trade, with Subsection
(g)( 2 ) "taking away the very interlibrary loan flexibility given by the amendments
to subsection (d)" that the ALA, ALR, and MLA had supposedly won. 76 The
Copyright Office and the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science commissioned meetings to interpret the meaning of the term
"systematic" as used in Subsection (g)(2), but the meetings did not lead to a
consensus about the term.77
Regardless of this controversy, the Senate Judiciary Committee submitted
the revision bill in 1974 and the Senate passed it.78 When an identical bill was
introduced into the House and the Senate during the 1975-1976 Congress, the
Senate held eighteen days of hearings regarding the restrictions dealing with
"systematic" copying.79 The House Judiciary Committee was ultimately won
over by the libraries' arguments, and added language to Subsection (g)(2) stating
that systematic copying would not prevent libraries and archives from
participating in interlibrary loans with other libraries that did not have the said
work as long as the libraries did not do so "in such aggregate quantities as to
substitute for a subscription to or purchase of such a work."80 Still, the House
Report suggested more specific guidelines, such as those the Commission on

72

See infra Part 1.J.1.

73 OVERVIEW, supra note 10, at 18-19.

74 Id. at 19.
75 Id. at 20.
76 Id

77Id.
78 Id.

79 Id.
80 H.R. REP. No. 94-1476, at 78 (1976), reprintedin 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5659, 5691.
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New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU) was drafting, which
were published in the Conference Report on the Copyright Act of 1976.81
These CONTU Guidelines supplemented the bill and "gave shape to the
proviso's bar on 'aggregate quantities as to substitute for a subscription to or
purchase' of a copyrighted work." 82 With the debates and stipulations slightly
settled in this manner, the House and Senate approved the Conference Report
and the Copyright Act of 1976 was signed and approved by the President.83
3. The White Paper. 'Since its enactment in 17 U.S.C. § 108, the Library
Exemption has remained fairly stable, with only seemingly minor changes to the
text of the statute itself.84 After almost twenty years, the Section did get its first
brush of revision in September 1995, when the Report of the Working Group
on Intellectual Property Rights released its report discussing how to adapt
various elements of intellectual property law to fit the newly developing digital
Interestingly enough, this policy redetermination was
technologies.85
implemented from the technological sector, not the intellectual property sector;
President Clinton formed the Information Infrastructure Task Force, of which
the White Paper was a part, "to articulate and implement the Administration's
vision for the National Information Infrastructure," which would come about
by "advancing the development and application of information technologies."8 6
Not only did the group's report recognize that technology had changed the face
of copyright law, but it also noted that the goal of its own recommendations
was to "accommodate and adapt the law to the technical change so that the
intended balance [between copyright holder and users could be] maintained and
the Constitutional purpose [could be] served."87 However, some copyright
scholars have still identified the purpose of the Working Group as
predominantly economical, noting that the Working Group believed copyright
law was "an essential component in making works available."88

81 OVERVIEW,

supra note 10, at 21.

Id.
83 Id. at 22.
84 Id. at 24.
82

85 WORKING GROUP ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, THE WHITE PAPER:
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE NATIONAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE (1995), reprinted

in CRAIG JOYCE ET AL., COPYRIGHT LAW 451, 451 (8th ed. Supp. 2010) [hereinafter WHITE
PAPER].

8 Id. at 451.
87 Id. at 461.

88 Arnold P. Lutzer, Defining the Quiet Zone: Library and EducationalPerspective on The White Paper,
in GROWING PAINS: ADAPTING COPYRIGHT FOR LIBRARIES, EDUCATION, AND SOCIETY 234

(Laura N. Gasaway, ed. 1997).
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The largest alterations to the copyright law suggested by the White Paper
involved the status of internet transmissions; namely, the paper suggested that
the copyright law be amended "to expressly recognize that copies ... can be
distributed to the public by transmissions, and that such transmissions fall
within the exclusive right of the copyright owner." 89 This had the direct
implication that transmissions of copyrighted materials over the internet could
now be seen as infringing activity under the Section 106(3) right of
distribution,90 with the underlying logic being that each time a copy was sent
over the internet, a copy was both retained by the original user (violating the
right of copying) and a copy was sent to the receiver.91 The implication is that
even if a library had a digital form of a work on its servers, it would not be able
to loan that digital copy to another library without the permission of the
copyright holder, though scholars note that such a transmission might still be
allowed under "fact specific" examination under the fair use principle. 92
The White Paper addressed issues directly relating to Section 108 slightly
differently, predominantly by allowing libraries and archives to make three
copies as opposed to the previously accepted one copy.93 Furthermore, the
White Paper recognized the theoretical issues that would arise when libraries
tried to lend digital copies amongst themselves. 94 While the White Paper
suggested that such lending should be allowable, it simultaneously suggested
that copyright owners develop special institutional licenses for schools and
libraries whenever it seemed such lending practices would interfere with
CONTU guidelines and the specific language of Section 108(g)(2).95
4. The Digital Millennium Copyrght Act. The Digital Millennium Copyright
Act modified Section 108 slightly,96 namely by amending subsections 108(a), (b),
and (c) to allow three copies to be made instead of one. 97 The DMCA's stated
purpose was to "facilitate the robust development and world-wide expansion of
electronic commerce, communications, research, development, and education
in the digital age" particularly in Title IV, which purported to serve to "begin to
89 Id.

90 See 17 U.S.C. § 106(3) (2006) (giving the copyright owner "exclusive rights to ... distribute
copies or photo-copies of the copyrighted work by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by
rental, lease, or lending").
91 WHITE PAPER, supranote 85, at 462.
92 Lutzer, supra note 88, at 236.
93 WHITE PAPER, supra note 85, at 468.
94 See infra Part III.B.
9s Lutzer, supra note 88, at 237.
96 Digital Millennium Copyright Act, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 5 404, 112 Stat. 2860, 2889-90

(1998).
97 17 U.S.C. § 108 (2006).
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update our nation's copyright laws with respect to library, archive, and
educational uses of copyrighted works in the digital age."98 However, there still
appear to be gaps in the logic of the Act's enactments. Though the rationale for
this three copy limit is not fully explained, it has been hypothesized that this
limit stemmed from the DMCA drafters' reliance on the 1995 Informational
Infrastructure Task Force Report, which suggested three copies in order to
"accommodate the reality of the computerized library."99 However, scholars
from the Section 108 Study Group have noted that the three copy standard
does not actually accommodate modem computerized libraries in the slightest,
and notes that this standard more closely follows the "pre-digital (e.g.,
microform) preservation standard."1oo
5. The Copyrnght Term Extension Act. The Copyright Term Extension Act of
1998 (CTEA) not only lengthened copyright terms for an additional twenty
years but also had an effect on Section 108.101 Subsection 108(h) was added "in
response to the concerns expressed about the increase in the number of older
works that would be taken out of the public domain" in spite of their rarity and
the lack of likelihood of commercial exploitation.102 Thus, when a published
work enters into its last twenty years of copyright, after the enactment of the
CTEA, libraries and archives are permitted to distribute, display, or perform the
works in public in facsimile or digital form in whole or in part as long as the
work is not subject to normal commercial exploitation, the work cannot be
obtained at a reasonable price, and the copyright owner has not provided notice
to the Register of Copyrights stating that either of the first two conditions
applies.1

03

B. SECTION 108 CASE LAW (OR LACK THEREOF)

1. Priorto 1976. After 1960 and the rise of the copy machine, the state of
the Gentlemen's Agreement became tenuous at best, especially as libraries
began the practices of interlibrary loan photocopying and sharing a single
periodical subscription between multiple institutions, much to the chagrin of

98 S. REP. No. 105-190, at 1-2 (1998).
9 OVERVIEW, supra note 10, at 26 (citing WORKING GROUP ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE NATIONAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE 227
(1995)).
100 Id. ("[D]igital copies are highly unstable and cannot be made once and for all and stored

away.').
101 Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act, Pub. L. No. 105-298, 112 Stat. 2827 (1998).
102 OVERVIEW, sapranote 10, at 26.
103 17 U.S.C. § 108(h) (2006).
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publishers.1 04 The status quo under this informal agreement remained
preserved until 1973, when the first copyright infringement suit was filed
against a governmental library. 0 5 The plaintiff, a medical publishing company,
sued the National Library of Medicine, among others. 0 6 As Chief Judge Cowen
stated in his dissent, this arguably may have been the time to break away from
tradition in light of the new photocopying technology that had begun around
the early 1960s, especially because the agreement had been "drafted on behalf
of a book publishers' organization which is now defunct and to which plaintiff
never belonged." 0 7
In its opinion, however, the court noted that the Gentlemen's Agreement
was "the product of meetings and discussions between representatives of the book
publishing industry and libraries." 08 The Agreement as a whole, however, was
found to be a dangerous precedent since copying technology had been made
"rapid, cheap and readily available." 09
As such, the court found that
"wholesale copying," which was present in the suit, could not be protected by
either the doctrine of fair use, nor the Gentlemen's Agreement.110 Very shortly
after the decision, the "stunned" library community, headed by the American
Library Association (ALA), Medical Library Association (MLA), and the
Association of Research Libraries (ARL) attempted to counter the decision by
weighing in on the hearings for the 1973 copyright revision bill."'
2. 1976-1998. In general, Section 108 has not been a highly litigated issue,
with "only a handful" of cases including very little analysis addressing Section
108 issues.11 2 However, other copying practices in the academic world began to
shape how copying was viewed outside of the library setting, as is best
evidenced by Princeton University Press v. Michigan Document Senices.113 Though
professors had prepared selected reproductions of works for use in class ever
since the days of Binkley and the Joint Committee,11 4 the rise of the copying
machine led to the proliferation of "coursepacks," which are professor-selected
compilations of the required readings for a class that are then copied and bound
note 10, at 10.
Williams & Wilkins Co. v. United States, 487 F.2d 1345 (Ct. Cl. 1973).
106 Id. at 1346-47.
107 Id. at 1380 (Cowen, J., dissenting).
108 Id. at 1379 (emphasis added).
1o4 OVERVIEW, supra
105

'0

Id. at 1380.

110 Id. at 1380-81.

111OVERVIEW, supra note 10, at 18.
112 Roberta Rosenthal Kwall, Ibray Reproduction Rightsfor Preservation and Replacement in the Drgital
Era:AnAuthor's Perspective on f 108, 29 COLUM.J.L. & ARTS 343, 343 n.2 (2006).
113

99 F.3d 1381 (6th Cir. 1996).

114 -irte, supra note 11, at 10.
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by a copy shop and sold to the professor's students' 15 Though the case did not
involve libraries, the court held that the case hinged on whether the copying
was "for a commercial use," and found that though the students' use of the
coursepacks was noncommercial, the use that was actually being challenged was
the copy shop's profit-making, which had been augmented unfairly since the
copy shop was not paying licensing fees to the copyright holders."16 The court
in Princeton University Press v. Michigan Document Services noted the benefits above
the penny-saving benefit Binkley had noticed; professors essentially got to
create their own anthologies "perfectly tailored" to the course," 7 and students
each had their own copy of the works and no longer had to travel to the library
to wait for their turn to check out "sometimes scarce" materials that the
8
professor had placed on reserve."t
Under a traditional library reserve model, a limited number of physical
copies of a work are placed on hold at the library by the professor." 9
Electronic reserves, or e-reserves, began to develop as early as the early 1990s,
even as the case law over printed coursepacks was developing.120 The issue of
e-reserves was brought up during the 1994 Conference on Fair Use (CONFU),
but "proved so contentious that the participants couldn't even agree on a
recommendation for the final report."121 Even still, in 2006 Cornell University
and the Association of American Publishers jointly created a set of guidelines,
though Cornell University says that the guidelines "were in fact drafted under
an implicit threat of litigation."'2
Section 108 was one of the many issues brought up when the constitutionality
of the Copyright Term Extension Act was challenged in Eldred v. Ashcroft.123 The
majority relied on Section 108(h), which allows libraries and archives to digitally
reproduce, distribute, and display copies of works that are in their last twenty
years of copyright protection as long as the work is not "subject to normal
commercial exploitation" or a copy of the work is available at a "reasonable

115Princeton Univ. Pass, 99 F.3d at 1384.
116 Id. at 1386.
117 Id. at 1384.
"1s Id. at 1398 (Ryan, J., dissenting).
"11 Andrew Richard Albanese, A Failure to Communicate, PUBLISHERS WKLY., June 14, 2010,

available at http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/publisher-news/artic
le/43500-a-failure-to-communicate.html.
120 Id.; see also Princeton Univ. Press v. Mich. Document Servs., 99 F.3d 1381, 1384 (6th Cir.
1996).
121Albanese, supra note 119.
122 Id
123

Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186 (2003).
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price,"124 as proof that the CTEA "supplement[ed] ... traditional First
Amendment safeguards."125
However, as Justice Breyer pointed out in his dissent, the fact that the
exemption described in Section 108(h) covers only published works not subject
to ordinary commercial exploitation and not attainable for purchase even in a
previously-owned format for a reasonable price leaves the exemption very
narrow.126 justice Breyer especially focused on how the exemption could not
provide specific guidelines for a database proprietor when the requirements for
exemption under Section 108 relied upon vague language, the likes of which is
exemplified by the statute's requirement that librarians first perform a
"reasonable investigation" prior to making copies of works within the last
twenty years of their copyright terms under 108(h).12 7
Section 108 implications were also mentioned briefly by Justice Ginsberg in
New York Times v. Tasini, in which the publishers of a digital archive containing
individual articles repeatedly referred to their databases containing previous
articles as an "electronic librar[y]." 28 Though Justice Ginsberg specifically
noted that a Section 108 argument was inapplicable to this specific case because
of the discs' for-profit status, the majority felt that the revision of the articles
for the disc could be analogized to a highly efficient library reading room, where
hypothetical librarians had separated the articles from their original periodicals
and indexed them according to subject.129 The majority opinion noted that
such a reworking of information was in violation of the copyright holder's right
to control individual reproduction and distribution.130
C. THE CURRENT STATE OF LIBRARIES AND COPYING

The relationship between Sections 107 and 108 of the Copyright Act has
been long debated; while Section 108(f)(4) notes that Section 108 does not "in
any way affect the right of fair use as provided by Section 107,"'' the Special
Libraries Association viewed Section 108 rights as being "in addition to the fair
use rights in Section 107."132
124

17 U.S.C. § 108(h) (2006).

125

Eldrd, 537 U.S. at 220.

126 Id. at 252 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
127

Id.

128 N.Y. Times Co. v. Tasini, 533 U.S. 483, 503 n.12 (2001).
129 Id. at 503-04.
130 Id. at 509.
131 17 U.S.C. § 108(f(4) (2006).
132 LAuRA N. GASAWAY & SARAH K. WIANT, LIBRARIES AND COPYRIGHT: A GUIDE TO
COPYRIGHT LAW IN THE 1990s, at 57 (1994) (citing SPECIAL LIBRARIES AsSOCIATION, LIBRARY
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Libraries used to have only what are now considered "reserves," i.e.,
materials that did not leave the library. 133 Though the precise time is not clear,
the first mention of a reserve room was in 1878 at Harvard. 34 Once libraries
began establishing lending collections and allowing books to leave the library,
demand for works, especially non-fiction and scientific works, began to exceed
the libraries' ability to supply.135 As a result, libraries began to develop special
reserve collections where certain works were removed from regular circulation
and placed in a special non-circulating collection with a very short lending
time.136 In some situations, such as at college campuses, certain texts-like
standard works and treatises-are placed on permanent reserve and never enter
into the lending collection.137 Another alternative is to place works on
temporary reserve, generally by putting works required for classes on reserve
for the term.138 There is evidence that even as early as 1933, libraries made
copies of articles in order to keep the copies on reserve.139 Library patrons
could then either read and return the photocopy on reserve, or (as was generally
more common), they could make a copy of the copy before returning it.140
A few downsides of this physical reserve system are: the collections take up
a large amount of space; any photocopies on reserve are unbound and easy to
lose or damage; the materials have to be checked in and out; and at the end of
the semester, the temporary reserves have to be returned to professors, reshelved, or, in the case of photocopies, destroyed.141 Electronic reserves solve
many of these issues and function by making a digital copy of a work that is
then accessible to students via a computer workstation, either only in the library
or over the internet via a password protected website managed by the library or
university.142 However, this system is in conflict with copyright laws because an

PHOTOCOPYING AND THE U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW OF 1976, at 41 (1977)).
133 Laura N. Gasaway, Libray Reserve Collections: From Paper to Electronic Collections, in GROWING
PAINS: ADAPTING COPYRIGHT FOR LIBRARIES, EDUCATION, AND SOCIETY 125, 127 (Laura N.
Gasaway ed., 1997).
134 Id. at 128.
135 Id. at 127.
136 Id
137 Id
138 Id at 128.
139 Id. at 129.
140 Id.

141Id. at 141.
142 Id.; COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER, USING ELECTRONIC RESERVES: GUIDELINES AND

BEST PRACTICES FOR COPYRIGHT COMPLIANCE 2 (2008), available at http://www.copyright.com/

media/pdfs/Using-Electronic-Reserves.pdf.
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item is considered "reproduced" in violation of the copyright code when it is
printed or downloaded as well as when it is scanned and uploaded.'43
Beginning in October 1994, the Conference of Fair Use worked on e-reserve
guidelines.144 However, many library associations found the guidelines to be
too restrictive, and the Association of American Publishers claimed that the
limits were unclear.145 Furthermore, some criticized the guidelines as going "far
beyond fair use since they permit[ted] reproduction of entire articles and
chapters."l46
D. THE SECTION 108 STUDY GROUP, PROPOSED REVISIONS, AND HOW THE
BALL WAS DROPPED

The Section 108 Study Group chose to focus its suggestions on two primary
areas: eligibility for protection under the statute and the preservation and
replacement exemptions.147 Though Section 108 does not define the term
"library," Section 108(a) sets forth guidelines for eligibility for the library
copying exception.148 In order to qualify, the copies must be made "without
any purpose of direct or indirect commercial advantage," the library must be
"open to the public" or to "other persons doing research in a specialized field,"
and the reproduction of the work must include a notice of copyright.149
Though it would appear that the second qualifier requiring public access only
limits the library itself, the House Report of the Copyright Act primarily focuses
on defining a library using the first restriction prohibiting commercial
advantage.
Under this provision, a purely commercial enterprise could not
establish a collection of copyrighted works, call itself a library or
archive, and engage in for-profit reproduction and distribution of
photocopies. Similarly, it would not be possible for a non-profit
institution, by means of contractual arrangements with a
commercial copying enterprise, to authorize the enterprise to

143

Gasaway, supra note 133, at 143.

144 Id. at 145.

Id.
Id.
147 See FINAL REPORT, supra note 9.
145
146
148

17 U.S.C. S 108 (2006).

149 Id. 108(a).
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carry out copying and distribution functions that would be
exempt if conducted by the non-profit institution itself.150
The House Report later illustrates that the primary concern and condemning
practice for non-profit and for-profit libraries alike is "systematic" copying,
which the report loosely defines as copying practices that give "the sense that
their aim [is] to substitute for subscriptions or purchases."' 5'
In its Final Report, the Section 108 Study Group noted that the terms
"library" and "archive" are used frequently on the internet, and often merely to
refer to a collection of information, as opposed to the traditional use of the
term, which implies a "trusted institution acting for the public good."152 As a
part of its suggestions, the Study Group recommended that the definition of
libraries and archives be modified to include those that have a public service
mission; provision of library services such as curation, acquisition, and lending.
professional library or archive staff; and a collection of lawfully acquired or
licensed materials.153 Note that this definition does not distinguish or clarify the
line between a university library at research universities and the electronic
reserve databases used for e-reserve practice.154
When dealing with the issue of digital distribution through electronic means,
commonly known as e-reserves, the Study Group spares a single page and
concludes that relying on the fair use guidelines regarding academic materials
would likely be preferable to addressing the issue in Section 108 legislation. 55
In a suggestion that seemed to anticipate the Google Library Project, the Study
Group addressed the concept of an entirely digital library or archive. 5 6 In its
report, the Group noted that some members thought this would be an issue in
the near future, but that many libraries or archives that seemed to exist only
digitally actually had affiliations with physical premises, and thus were likely
already covered by Section 108, whereas those that were not linked to physical
premises also generally failed to meet the eligibility requirements put forth by
Section 108(a). 57

150 H.R. REP. No. 94-1476, at 74 (1976), rpnnted in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5659, 5688; see also 17

U.S.C. § 108 (2006) (ultimately adopting this definition of a library).
151 H.R. REP. No. 94-1476, at 75 (1976), rprintedin 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5659, 5689.
152 FINAL REPORT, supra note 9, at 35.
153Id. at 36.
15 Id.

1ss

Id. at 128.

156 Id.at 113-16.
157 Id. at 115.
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The Section 108 Study Group Final Report also seemed to directly address
the issues raised by the Google Books Library Project when it argued that
Congress should permit outsourcing of the. digitization process. 58 This
argument is likely based on the fact that the cost of the digitization process is
still in flux, ranging from four dollars to thousands of dollars. 5 9 Most relevant
to this discussion, at a 2003 symposium hosted by the National Initiative for a
Networked Cultural Heritage, Maria Bonn, the assistant librarian for publishing
at the University of Michigan, stated that the cost of creating a digital copy of a
physical book was about twenty to twenty-seven cents per page, which roughly
translates to sixty dollars per book.16 0
In a move that seemed to anticipate the evolution of projects like the
Google Library, the Section 108 Study Group also considered the implications
of virtual libraries that did not also have physical premises.161 As the Senate
Report accompanying the Digital Millennium Copyright Act stated that Section
108 was only intended to cover libraries and archives that had physical
premises, the Study Group argued that the Senate Report had clarified the
portion of Section 108 that currently prohibits libraries from making digital
copies available to individuals outside the library premises.1 62 The Study Group
noted that completely virtual libraries were fairly new and rare at the time, and
that if the Group's modifications to the eligibility requirement were effected,
most virtual-only libraries would not be eligible, though they did not specifically
say which of the required criteria would be violated.163 It must be noted that
the Study Group also implied that the electronic reserves of a library may be
protected; the Report states that "many of the virtual collections that the group
discussed are part of larger libraries or archives with physical premises," and
thus the Group believed that they were "already covered under Section 108."164
Just as with the negotiations for the Gentlemen's Agreement, the Section
108 Study Group was aware that concessions would have to be made on both

158 Id. at 40.
1 MIcHAEL LESK, THE PRICE OF DIGITIZATION: NEW COST MODELS FOR CULTURAL AND
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONs, SHORT REPORT (Apr. 8, 2003), available at http://www.ninch.org/f

orum/price.lesk.report.html.
160 Id.

161See FINAL REPORT, supra note 9, at 113 ("Should virtual-only libraries and archives (those
that do not conduct their operations through physical premises) be permitted to take advantage
of the Section 108 exceptions?").
162 Id. (citing S. REP. No. 105-190, at 6 (1998)).
163 See id. at 114-15 (stating that "[sluch entities are a relatively recent phenomenon" and would
"fail to meet all of the functional eligibility criteria").
164 Id.
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sides.165 The Final Report suggests that the party contracted to digitize the
works should be prohibited from receiving Section 108 benefits themselves,
that the contractor should not retain any copies, and that if the rights of the
166
owner are infringed, the owner must be able to sue the contractor.
E. CURRENT LITIGATION UNDER SECTION 108

1. The HathiTrust Case. Though the suit against HathiTrust, which is the
joint project of several research universities spearheaded by the University of
Michigan, was filed after the suit against Georgia State Libraries, it more directly
relates to Section 108 as it currently stands, because the complaint directly
claimed that the libraries failed to follow their Section 108 exemption guidelines
67
The
and thus infringed upon the copyrights of various copyright holders.
primary claim was that HathiTrust allowed a third party contractor, The Google
Library Contract, to "digitize" the books.' 68 The digitization process meant that
the books were scanned by Google, which then retained a digital copy of each
69
work in exchange for giving a digital copy of each work back to the library.'
The plaintiffs claimed that together the fifty universities involved in HathiTrust
had digitized ten million works, roughly 73% of which are still subject to
copyright.170
2. The Georgia State Case. On April 15, 2008, Cambridge University Press,
Oxford University Press and Sage Publications, Inc. filed a complaint against
various individuals representing Georgia State University in their official
Though the first complaint focused on the Dean of the
capacities.171
University, the Provost, the Dean of Libraries, and the Associate Provost of
Information Technology Services, the plaintiffs were able to amend their
complaint to include the members of the Board of Regents of the University in
their official capacities as well.172 The primary complaint was that Georgia State
165 Id. at 41.
166

Id

167 See Complaint, supra note 3, at 2 (arguing that HathiTrust "is responsible for creating and

distributing additional unauthorized digital copies of millions of copyrighted works ... risking the
potentially catastrophic, widespread dissemination of those millions of works in derogation of the
statutorily-defined framework governing library books").
168 Id
169 Id. at 42-43.

Id
171 Complaint for Declaratory Judgment & Injunctive Relief, supra note 1.
172 Compare id., with First Amended Complaint for Declaratory Judgment & Injunctive Relief at
2, Cambridge Univ. Press v. Patton, No. 1:08-CV-1425-ODE (N.D. Ga. filed Dec. 15, 2008),
2008 WL 5690311 (naming the original defendants and adding eighteen members of the Board of
Regents).
170
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facilitated large scale copyright infringement through its "systematic,
widespread, and unauthorized copying and distribution" using the Georgia State
Library electronic reserves service, which is run through Georgia State's
Blackboard/WebCT Vista electronic course management system and Georgia
State "departmental web pages and hyperlinked online syllabi available on
websites and computer servers controlled by Georgia State." 73 The plaintiffs
claimed that as of April 19, 2008, the Georgia State electronic course reserve
listed over 6,700 works total, representing the reading for some six hundred
courses.174 While Georgia State admitted that the electronic reserve system
allowed students to view, download, and print course materials, in its answer
the University 7 5 claimed that it did not have the information to verify that
claim.'76

Not all electronic reserves are fraught with the legal issues faced by Georgia
State; for example, Duke University recently commented on the licensing fees it
pays for its course reserves.177 Duke's e-reserve staff estimated that it paid
roughly 33% of the cover price to reproduce 17% of a new book, and 33% of
the cover price to reproduce 21% of an older book.178 Kevin Smith, Director
of Scholarly Communications for the Duke University Library Perkins Library
System reported this in an interview with Publishers Weekly. 79
III. ANALYSIS
The very existence of the Section 108 Study Group Final Report shows that
the legislature has recognized the need to update Section 108 to be more in sync
with the Digital Age. However, as the HathiTrust and Georgia State cases
13 First Amended Complaint for Declaratory Judgment & Injunctive Relief at 5-6, Cambridge
Univ. Press v. Patton, No. 1:08-CV-1425-ODE (N.D. Ga. filed Dec. 15, 2008), 2008 WIL
5690311, at *5-6.
174 Id. at *6-7.
175 Though the Complaints list individuals in relation to their role as officers of the University,

both the complaint and the answer commonly refer to the defendant as "Georgia State" or
"GSU." Arguably, this distinction between individuals-both the named administrators and the
unnamed professors who actually uploaded the infringing material, who are not a part of this
suit-and the university matters, because the University as an entity may be protected by
sovereign immunity if it acted "as an arm of the state." See Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Doe,
519 U.S. 425, 425 (1997).
176 Defendants' Answer to Complaint for Declaratory Judgment & Injunctive Relief, supra note
2, at 8-9.
177 Albanese, supra note 119.
178 Id.
179 Perkins Libray System DirectoU, DUKE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, http://library.duke.edu/apps/

directory (last visited Apr. 12, 2012).
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exemplify, the time to clearly define how the library exemption will work in
light of the internet has already arrived, and if Section 108 is to continue, the
language must be modified not only to reflect the copying and storing
technologies currently available, as suggested by the Section 108 Study Group,
but also to reflect the preservation and distribution purposes behind the library
exemptions that were overshadowed by the economic protections of copyright
during the initial drafting of Section 108. Doing away with the limiting
restrictions present in Section 108 and giving libraries and archives, or even
individual scholars, carte blanche permission to copy for private research
purposes (as suggested in Varmer's first approach) would be impractical and
would challenge the entire system of American copyrights, which has
continually focused on balancing access to knowledge with the incentive of
providing a sufficient monopoly to motivate potential copyright holders to
pursue their artistic endeavors.
In spite of the legislative contention present throughout the enactment of
Section 108, libraries and copyright holders need not be at odds. The two share
the same deep, underlying goal: to "promote the Progress of Science and useful
Arts." 80 This can be broken down into two functional subcategories: the
distribution of knowledge and the preservation of knowledge.
Though
copyright holders likely have economic motivations that may trump their
furtherance of knowledge, these policies are inherent in the balance of the
copyright protection system that allows scholars access to the materials of
others while also giving them the security inherent in the concept of intellectual
property.181
Furthermore, many of the practices that would lead to conflict are very likely
already covered by fair use principles, as the Section 108 and Section 107
exemptions are not exclusive. Electronic reserves could be another valuable
facet of the balance between freedom of information and economic
monopolization of copyright under Section 108 if adequately compromised and
clearly written guidelines were formulated.
The primary concern, however, is that the language of Section 108 is
insufficient because it does not adequately reflect the current digital landscape.
Even the suggested amendments set forth by the Section 108 Study Group are
not far-sighted enough to last for any substantial period of time in light of
180 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8. See FINAL REPORT, supra note 9, at 9 ("By harnessing the power
of pnvate enterprise to creative energy, which might otherwise be dependent on patronage or
governmental support, a healthy copyright system promotes freedom, open communication, and
diversity of thought.").
181 See FINAL REPORT, supra note 9, at 9 ("The protections provided by copyright law support
the creative industries ... and at the same time expand the knowledge base.").
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technology's rapidly increasing rate of evolution. The statute should be
aggressively re-written with the current realities of both technology, and the
socioeconomically stratified cost of access to the materials for students and
other researchers in mind.
A. WHY LIBRARIES AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ARE NOT FUNDAMENTALLY AT
ODDS (AND SHOULD TRY TO GET ALONG)

Copyrights are intended to further "the Progress of Science and useful Arts"
via incentivizing creators by providing economic protections. This policy lines
up with the general policy of libraries to preserve and distribute knowledge.
Though economic protections are inarguably beneficial to scholars who publish
their works and expect returns on their sweat investment via royalties, freedom
of access to information, both fiscally and in terms of ease of use, will benefit
academia as a whole. In order to improve the pool of information readily and
economically accessible to students and researchers alike, academic publishers
will need to remodel their system. If preservation, access, and distribution are
increased, scholars will have more efficient and effective access to the ideas of
their predecessors, which will in turn increase the quality of collective
knowledge as a whole.
1. Overlapping Polides and Goals. As mentioned above, both copyrights and
libraries purportedly serve to inspire citizens to further their own knowledge
and the knowledge of society as a whole. After all, copyrights can outlive the
protected works' authors, allowing economic monopoly for the authors'
children. Ultimately, however, the work must pass into the public domain, thus
benefitting society as a whole.
a. The Distribuion of Knowledge. With the rise of the internet, it is
becoming easier than ever to find precisely the scholarly information one is
looking for. As noted in Publisher's Weekly, digitization of libraries leads to
scholars being able to encounter works that might otherwise have languished in
obscurity.182 Furthermore, as one work of an author becomes more easily
available, a consumer is more likely to seek out other works by that same
author. 83
b. The Preservationof Knowledge. As noted above, relying solely on a paper
system is problematic: it will inevitably lead to space-related issues and the
constant battle of the works physical integrity against time. Though librarians
have been able to preserve many works up until now, the very existence of

182 Albanese, supra note 119.
183 Id.
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Section 108(h) illustrates that sometimes digital preservation of a decaying or
obscure work is the best option for preserving access to that work in the future.
2. Economics.
a. Digital Libranes Primany Facilitate DistributionAlready Protected By Fair
Use. Though the line between use by universities and use by university libraries
is slightly blurry, this point may occasionally be irrelevant, as the fair use
doctrine may act as a back-up defense to a library's Section 108 defenses. For
this reason, there is likely little economic loss to the publisher or copyright
holder, as the revenue would be protected either way. Conversely, however, if a
clearer digital boundary existed between library databases and university ereserves, it may be possible to identify whether universities have overstepped
their fair use rights and have crossed over into Section 108 territory when
considering the copying of complete works.
b. E-Resemes Praeice. If a bold line were drawn between universities and
their respective libraries, it would likely make it easier to categorize electronic
reserve practices. Furthermore, by incorporating electronic reserves into
Section 108, Congress would ensure that university libraries monitored their
systems and kept the copying from going unchecked, as has possibly happened
at Georgia State. While at select major universities, such as Duke, the electronic
reserves program already reports to the library staff;184 solidifying this
distinction within the statute would serve to clarify and streamline liability.
B. WHY THE LANGUAGE OF SECTION 108 IS CURRENTLY INSUFFICIENT

The current language of Section 108 is woefully insufficient to describe the
actual process of digitization. A student makes a separate copy each time he
accesses, downloads, or prints the digital material. 185 This produces at least
three copies under the current digital scheme (not including the copy of the
original physical work the librarian made in order to digitize the information)
for one library patron's access to the materials. Thus, it now takes at least three
"copies" to obtain one physical copy of material, whereas under a traditional
photocopying regime there would have been only one (the patron's copy of the
original source).
Furthermore, the terminology of "in the library" is now vague. Does it refer
to within the physical boundaries of the library's four walls, or does it include
the digital data maintained by the library staff with library funding? In many

184 Perkins Libray Sys. Directog, supra note 179.

185See supra Part II.A.3 (regarding the White Paper's definition of digital transmissions as copies
for the purpose of Section 108).
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universities this digital information is protected by passwords and is primarily
for student and university professors' use only; thus it fails the Section 108
qualifications as a "library" with public access. However, the language of the
Section 108 Study Group dealing with digital access-only libraries suggests that
when digital libraries are attached to physical premises, they qualify as
extensions of those premises.
C. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 108

The Section 108 Study Group offered several clarifying and potentially
effective amendments to the language of Section 108, particularly specific
alterations to the term "library" and the specific protections needed to ensure
the economical availability to digitization as a means of preservation. However,
it fails to address larger definitional issues.
The Section 108 Study Group failed to identify the current intermingling of
libraries and electronic reserves, finding that the reserves were better serviced
under a fair use defense. However, this leaves one sub-department of general
library administration without the added Section 108 protections the rest of the
library enjoys. From a policy standpoint this is an unfair and apathetic dividing
line: either the entire library should enjoy specific copying protections, or the
library exemptions should be done away with altogether, leaving all copying
protected under the fair use defense alone.
Instead of using the term "copies," which appears to have been retained
186
after the DMCA was codified due to a failure to rethink the linguistic options,
one must think in the terms of the digital copying process. Perhaps using the
term "file" would be the most accurate way to describe that which is currently
conceptualized as a digital copy. A file, after all, may be modified without
making an entirely different copy of the work. Though this semantics game
may not yield ideal or completely clear legislation, at the very least the
conceptions of physical and digital copies should be separated within the
language of the statute. The two ideas serve different purposes: digital copies
are sometimes required for computer maintenance or standard operating
procedure.
In all of the debate in the early 1990s about the digitization of libraries, it
87
seems that defining the limits of "inside" the library did not come up.
Clarifying the discussion of electronic reserves requires, at the very least, a
determination of whether e-reserves qualify as digital entities within the library.

186 See supra Part II.A.4-5.
187 See supra PartII.A.4-5.
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If that is the case, then the debate about whether and to what extent the
electronic reserves should be granted Section 108 protection would follow.

IV. CONCLUSION
The world of academic publishing and research is changing to utilize the
growing possibilities of the internet. More access to a wider variety of works
will inevitably increase general knowledge if one may freely access the
information stored by public institutions. This principle is, in fact, the basic
concept of the library. Though legislators have a history of favoring the
economic interest of publishers and copyright holders over the general pursuit
of knowledge, Section 108's development and continued existence show that
Congress is aware of the importance of furthering the nation's collective
knowledge. However, if Congress fails to act, this Section will soon become
anachronistic and impotent.
In the early 1990s, legislators attempted to update the language of Section
108, but failed because they were too timid to break away from the status quo
regarding copy limits. They also failed to fully anticipate the complete
proliferation of the internet. In order for libraries to keep their special
privileges sparingly allowed under Section 108, as opposed to merely relying on
the fair use doctrine, the language of Section 108 must be redrafted to
adequately reflect the practices and economic realities of the present day. First,
legislators must move away from a system that bases use of a work on a specific
number of copies. Second, legislators must define whether an internet database
run by a library is a part of the library itself, which will have a significant effect
on the ability of electronic reserves to qualify for protection under Section 108.
Additionally, legislators must define, standardize, and publicize national
guidelines for electronic reserve systems, ideally guidelines that will value the
realities of student debt and skyrocketing educational costs likely to have a
detrimental effect on society and the economy. Aside from the impact on
students, European countries may be able to outpace the United States both
academically and, subsequently, culturally because their academic discourse is
furthered by a greater opportunity to access research materials more efficiently.
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